Continuous Distribution work stream

1) Fragile gains - (different formats for different channels) - link with sustaining gains group of AMP
   - Editorial / letter
   - White paper

2) Financing - link with HWG, ALMA, MAWG, RBM board, what they’re doing - link with fragile gains document
   - link with HWG, ALMA, MAWG, RBM board
   - use fragile gains document
   - from continuous distribution pilots
   - overlap between delivery systems
   - increase in household disposable income due to decrease in malaria

3) New evidence - developing new evidence base from continuous distribution pilots, overlap between systems
   - overlap between delivery systems
   - increase in household disposable income due to decrease in malaria

4) Tracking of dissemination & use of work stream products at the country level
   - link with AMP Sustaining gains

5) Strategic framework - review & revise within the current context

6) Review the consensus statement to reflect changed context